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Client

Results

Lycetts is one of the UK’s leading independently-

•	
740 pieces of positive coverage over the year, with

operated insurance brokers, specialising in farm,
estate and bloodstock insurance.

Objective
1.	
Raise the profile of Lycetts as a thought leader
in agricultural risk and a leading insurance
broker for the agricultural community
2.	
Interrupt the omnipresent media voice of
the National Farmers Union (who also offer
insurance)
3. Leverage the company’s insurance and risk
management expertise to create objective,
valuable insights into how emerging,
unrecognised and hidden business risks can be
best managed.

a total circulation of 36.2million.
•

61 cuttings / month on average

•	
62 cuttings in national farming titles including
Farmers Weekly, Farmers Guardian, Farming
Monthly, Vegetable Farmer, National Farm
Attractions Network, Farm Contractor & Large Scale
Farmer, The Countryside Alliance website, Scottish
Farmer, Farming Scotland and Farming UK.
•	
590 cuttings in agricultural pages of regional
mainstream press, from Dunoon and Kilmarnock to
Bridgewater and Bodmin.
•	
The most successful farming release, around
flytipping, achieved 233 cuttings!
•	
28 cuttings for a wedding insurance story to
coincide with the Royal Wedding for the high net
worth division.

“The campaign has propelled brand awareness among our agricultural
audience to new heights in an incredibly short period of time.”

Peter Knowles, Sales and Marketing Director, Lycetts
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What we did
•	
News from the client was non-existent, so we
conducted extensive online research into the
UK farming sector and the challenges it faces
and carried out a quick-fire series of interviews
to mine the specialist knowledge of the
company’s rural industry experts
•	
Business issues faced by farmers and
potential hot topics for proactive news
generation were identified and a detailed PR
planning calendar was compiled to incorporate
all seasonally-related risks.
•	
We researched existing government stats and
reshaped them into headline-grabbing news.
(e.g. farming fatalities and safety breaches
following new sentencing guidelines).

•	
Each story was meticulously tailored for
regional media by adding, not just relevant
statistics for that region, but also local case
studies and quotes from the relevant Lycetts
regional office.
•	
Opportunities to challenge the NFU on a local
level were identified, leveraging Lycetts’ strong
local expertise and maximising coverage in
defined areas.
•	
The most influential farming trade titles were
targeted with longer by-lined thought leadership
features e.g. a guide on diversification risks
post-Brexit was published in Farmers Weekly
and a risk protection guide to rural crime in
Farmers Guardian

“Our investment in this PR campaign has proved one of the most rewarding
communications decisions made during my time at Lycetts. Cameron Wells’
creativity and smart approach to generating widespread coverage for a
limited PR spend has delivered remarkable results.”

Peter Knowles, Sales and Marketing Director, Lycetts
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Risky business?

Lycetts’ Charles Foster
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